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Rendezvous in Switzerland
By M. B. Stanfield

II

SWITZERLAND is the heart of Europe."So spoke Casals on the occasion of his
visit to that country in 1942, when it stood
as an oasis in a war-stricken world. The main
object of his journey then had been to parti¬
cipate in a cello concert in aid of the Red
Cross, at which he conducted an orchestra
of over sixty Swiss cellists in his " Sardana ".
Switzerland once more proved her right

to the title that Casals bestowed on her when
on October 14 her cellists again banded
themselves together to celebrate the Maitre's
coming seventy-fifth birthday. This time,
the numbers of the cello orchestra reached
the unprecedented figure of one hundred and
twenty-three, an invitation having been
extended to certain players from Belgium,
England, France, Germany and Italy to join
in the performances. In thanking for the
invitation, it is literally impossible to express
either adequate gratitude to Dr. von Tobel
and Mr. Wagner for their friendly welcome,
generous hospitality and genuine comrade¬
ship, or sufficient admiration for their admir¬
able powers of organization.
The difficulties of their task will be realized

when it is explained that only one full re¬
hearsal could be called, the reason being that
all the professional Swiss cellists were
anxious to attend. They had to travel to
and from Zurich and, in most cases, could
not be absent from their regular work for
more than one night. As it was, on the
evening of October 13, every orchestra and
ensemble throughout the country had to
manage without a cellist !
This naturally meant that the rehearsal,

which began after lunch and continued with
an hour's break, until eleven in the evening,
demanded a concentrated effort from all
concerned. To many, however, notwith¬
standing the triumphant scenes at the con¬
cert, it stood out as the most interesting and
instructive part of the undertaking. The
players were very different in attainment and
background. We were led by two established

Continental soloists, Mainardi of Italy and
Tortellier of France. There was a fine array
of Swiss talent from every centre of note, and
a contingent of foreign guests which included
a few of Casals' pupils and a group of his " cel-
listic grandchildren " of the Eisenberg classes.
Besides these, however, there were a number
of local routine orchestral cellists and some

very young, if keen, students. Instrumental¬
ists in the two latter categories could have
had little opportunity to prepare themselves
for the demands that Casals' unique per¬
sonality as conductor and interpreter would
inevitably make on them, and it was here
that one came up against the problem of
co-ordination. Because Casals has no use for
" carriers he imposes a sense of individual
responsibility on every -single player under
his direction. _He insists on a firm rhythmic
beat, fine intonation, sensitive phrasing,
strong finger-work ; he requires each per¬
former to be capable of producing an expres¬
sive legato and a genuine lyricism of tone.
In his new slow piece, a transcription from

his lovely oratorio, " The Three Kings ",
the persuasiveness of his beat inspired the
players without the need for many words and
carried all before it. Thus, within a very short
time, a profoundly beautiful interpretation
came into being.
In the Sardana, written for and dedicated

to the London Violoncello School, it was
rather a different matter. This work is a

miniature tone-picture of a Spanish village
scene during the performance of the tradition¬
al dance of Catalonia, the Sardana, the
rhythm of which pervades the atmosphere
from first to last. The scoring is complex
and the music could sound almost chaotic
in places, unless every part were played with
clarity, precision and imagination. Casals, at
rehearsal, concentrated to begin with on the
inner and lower voices (there are eight in all,
each at times, again subdivided), patiently
explaining the difference between lightening
the tone on a long note in preparation for a
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decisive accent, and singing it into the next
in phrases requiring legato vocalization. To
make sure he was understood, he intoned the
melody and tapped out the rhythm. He
likewise insisted on much repetition, first
taking the parts separately and then in
groups of two or three together, continuing
this until cohesion had been attained. Above
all, he demanded the maximum vitality.
" Don't be lazy " uttered on at least two
occasions with a charming smile that robbed
the words of their sting, brought us all onto
the tips of our fingers. Speaking generally,
he seemed to trust to his personal magnetism
to obtain what he needed from the more

experienced executants responsible for the
upper voices. In the end, all rose to a level
that had seemed impossible when the first
contact had been made, but one wondered
what this effort must have cost our seemingly
indefatigable conductor.
The concert opened with a beautiful

performance of the Klengel Hymnus, in
which twenty-four cellists were conducted by
Casals. This was followed by five other
works, four of which were by ensembles
representing France, the present home of
Casals, and the three most important of the
Swiss cities. The first was a most tactful

choice from our Parisian colleagues, as far as
Britain was concerned : Pierre Petit's
effective quartet written in honour of Prin¬
cess Elizabeth's twentieth birthday. Next
came Geneva's contribution ; Mainardi's
" Serenade ", in which the composer modest¬
ly played the fourth cello. After this, follow¬
ed a dignified " Passacaglia " for massed
celli by Moser, a Swiss musician, who con¬
ducted it himself. Berne chose two move¬

ments of the Emanuel Moor Cello Quartet,
as tribute to the friendship of Casals and the
composer. Finally, Zurich summed up with
an arrangement of an ancient madrigal by
Gallieri, set for five celli.
This proved a perfect prelude for the two

Casals' pieces with which the programme
ended. These latter received such acclaim
that after many recalls the Sardana had to
be repeated. Éven then the public in the
crowded Concertsalle—sold out long in
advance—seemed unwilling to let the Master
go. Was it that the audience, as well asmany
among the players, felt that under his
supreme musical leadership they were con¬
scious of the presence of that ideal of Brother¬
hood immortalized by Beethoven and Schuller
in the " Ode to Joy " and which the " Heart
of Europe " symbolizes so notably ?

Correspondence
A Reply to Mr. Ott
Regarding the leaflet advertising Franz Farga's

Violins and Violinists which was enclosed with my
December copy of The Strad. This cannot
be left without criticism. The half-tone block shows
the shadow cast by a bass bar inside a top plate. To
anyone seriously studying bass bar position in
all string instruments it is obvious that the widest
part of the bass bar should be directly opposite the
bridge. On the picture it is shown opposite the top
part of the /- holes. Such a small fact may com¬
pletely undermine anyone's belief that Farga knows
what he is talking about.
I should also like to reply to the letter from the

U.S.A. by Percy Ott on " Violin Tone " This
letter shows that Mr. Ott has read reports of Dr.
Saunders' investigation at Harvard University on
violins. These reports are of paramount importance
and should be carefully studied and not just read.
Mr. Ott only read them, quoted a few sentences
word for word without inverted commas in his letter
and the result is such a muddle that it is not fair
to the Harvard workers.
Mr. Ott says : (a) The older the violin becomes

the more " inelastic " (inverted commas mine) the
wood becomes, which results in a smaller produc¬
tion of overtones and the tone will have a more pure
characteristic.
First definition of tone : Tone is a musical sound

which is the simple result of a certain frequency and
cannot be divided into components. Mr. Ott has
mixed it up with note which is a complex musical

. sound consisting of tone, partial.tones and harmonics.

Now about the inelastic wood of old violins. Here
again Mr. Ott has apparently mixed up his meaning
of elasticity. Not long ago in The Strad you printed
my article on the elastic vibrations of strips of differ¬
ent wood. If elasticity is defined as the ability of
wood to vibrate with slowly diminishing amplitude
under the influence of a momentous external force,
then the older violins certainly have better elas¬
ticity than new ones. The little cracks appearing
round the purfling with use help the plates to obtain
more freedom to vibrate, and the general response
to playing improves.
Mr. Ott states : " The wood in this relation

becomes more inelastic to an overall vibratory re¬
sponse, but more elastic to the more pure musical
vibrations ". If he means that a good old instru¬
ment has a selectivity towards the lower group of
partíais, then he is correct, but it does not mean
that the instrument becomes inelastic.
I quite agree that with present-day progress of

scientific knowledge we shall soon be able to pro¬
duce violins with pre-selected qualities of their
sound emission, and therefore much better than
instruments which are good by chance or by the
influence of centuries of playing. At the moment
I have the opportunity of studying the influence
of the hot Mediterranean sun on the acoustic qual¬
ities of wood employed in violin making, and I am
astonished by the results obtained. Now I under¬
stand why Stradivari wrote in one of his letters that
it is impossible to make a good violin without the
help of strong sunshine.—N. Nicholas, Menton-
Garavan, A.M., France.


